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Abstract: Cross-domain text classification deals with predicting topic labels for documents in a target domain by leverag-
ing knowledge from pre-labeled documents in a source domain, with different terms or different distributions
thereof. Methods exist to address this problem by re-weighting documents from the source domain to transfer
them to the target one or by finding a common feature space for documents of both domains; they often re-
quire the combination of complex techniques, leading to a number of parameters which must be tuned for each
dataset to yield optimal performances. We present a simpler method based on creating explicit representations
of topic categories, which can be compared for similarity to the ones of documents. Categories representations
are initially built from relevant source documents, then are iteratively refined by considering the most similar
target documents, with relatedness being measured by a simple regression model based on cosine similarity,
built once at the begin. This expectedly leads to obtain accurate representations for categories in the target
domain, used to classify documents therein. Experiments on common benchmark text collections show that
this approach obtains results better or comparable to other methods, obtained with fixed empirical values for
its few parameters.

1 INTRODUCTION

Text classification (or categorization) generally en-
tails the automatic organization of text documents
into a user-defined taxonomy of classes or categories,
which typically correspond to topics discussed in the
documents, such as science, arts, history and so on.
This general task is useful to organize many types
of documents like news stories, books and mail mes-
sages and may be applied within several contexts, in-
cluding spam filtering, sentiment analysis, ad-hoc ad-
vertising, etc.

Classic text classification methods require a train-
ing set of documents, which must be already la-
beled with correct classes, to infer a knowledge model
which is then able to classify further unseen doc-
uments under the same classes: this general ap-
proach is used by many different works, shown to be
highly effective in organizing documents among sev-
eral classes (Sebastiani, 2002).

However, a usable training set, other than being
reasonably sized, should reflect quite precisely the
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characteristics of the documents to be classified: this
generally assumes having documents classified under
the very same categories of interest and basically con-
taining equal or correlated terms. In other words, de-
noting a set of classes to be recognized together with
the distribution of terms across them as a domain, we
would need a training set of labeled documents falling
within the very same domain. Such a training set, in
some real contexts, may be unavailable or may require
unfeasible human efforts or costs.

In some cases, although, we have at our disposal
a set of labeled documents in a domain which is only
slightly different from the one where we want to clas-
sify documents. For example, we may have a set of
labeled documents with topics which are similar to
those of interest, such that each topic on one side may
be mapped to one on the other. On the other hand,
we may have the same topics, but treated with some
different terms, as may happen if we want to leverage
a training set of outdated documents to classify newer
ones. On a theoretical point of view, we usually have
the same class labels equally conditioned by the input
data, but the data itself has different distributions.

At this extent, methods for cross-domain text clas-
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sification exist, which can be used to classify unla-
beled documents of a target domain by exploiting
the knowledge obtained from labeled documents of
a source domain. These methods fall into the wider
class of transfer learning approaches, as they gener-
ally involve the transfer of knowledge obtained from
the source domain to the target (Pan and Yang, 2010).

Different approaches exist for this task: some
methods are generally based on adapting source data
to the target domain, while others rely on bringing
data of both domains in a common feature space to
spot similarities. These methods are usually based
on advanced statistical concepts and techniques, gen-
erally making their exact implementation difficult.
Moreover, the outcome of these methods is often
heavily influenced by respective parameters: while
for each possible dataset there are ranges of param-
eters values yielding optimal accuracy, these values
are generally different for each dataset, thus requir-
ing to discover a combination of parameters’ values
that produces acceptable results, following generally
a poor and unpredictable trial-and-error approach in
a search space whose largeness grows exponentially
with respect to the number of parameters.

In other words, solutions that need a high number
of parameters often achieve good results in controlled
environments with known test sets, thanks to repeated
try–and–error cycles for parameter tuning, but in the
real world sometimes they are not robust enough.

To alleviate the problem of parameter settings,
we present in this work a simple novel method for
cross-domain text classification based on building and
iteratively improving structured representations for
the categories in the target domain. In practice, the
method starts from typical bag-of-words representa-
tions for single documents from source and target do-
mains and combines those from the source domain
to build preliminary representations for the top-level
categories shared between the two domains; these
are then refined by iteratively making them “closer”
to documents of the target domain, to finally obtain
fairly accurate representations of the corresponding
categories. This works by comparing these represen-
tations of documents and categories by means of an
univariate logistic regression model, built once before
the iterative phase and based on the standard cosine
similarity measure: this is used to pick documents
which are most similar to each category, from which
new representations are built each time, until they be-
come as consistent as possible with the target domain.

We performed experiments on text collections
commonly used as benchmarks, showing that this ap-
proach can achieve the same performances of the best
known methods with good efficiency, despite a sim-

ple and compact implementation. We also show that
these results are obtained by always using the same
values for the two parameters: this eliminates the
need of tuning, thus making the method more prac-
tically usable in real scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reports an overview of other works about cross-
domain text classification. Section 3 exposes in detail
the method used to classify documents. Section 4 de-
scribes the experiments performed and reports their
results, compared with those of other works. Finally,
Section 5 sums up the the contribute and discusses
possible future developments.

2 RELATED WORK

Supervised machine learning-based methods for text
classification are largely diffused and have proven to
be fairly effective in classifying documents across
large taxonomies of categories, either flat or hier-
archical, provided that suitable training sets of pre-
labeled documents are given (Dumais et al., 1998;
Joachims, 1998; Yang and Liu, 1999; Sebastiani,
2002). Unsupervised approaches also exist, which
are able to some extent to isolate previously unknown
groups (clusters) of correlated documents, but gen-
erally cannot reach the accuracy of supervised ap-
proaches (Merkl, 1998; Kohonen et al., 2000).

A common approach is to represent documents
as vectors of numeric features, computed according
to their content. Words are often used as features,
with each document represented by the number of
occurrencies of each or by some derived measure:
this is known as the bag of words approach (Se-
bastiani, 2002). Some later methods make use of
statistical techniques like Latent Semantic Indexing
(Weigend et al., 1999) or Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(Blei et al., 2003) to discover hidden correlations be-
tween words and consequently improve representa-
tions of documents. More recent methods extract se-
mantic information carried by terms by leveraging ex-
ternal knowledge bases such as the WordNet database
(Scott and Matwin, 1998) or Wikipedia (Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007).

While in most text classification methods stan-
dard machine learning algorithms are used on bags
of words, a somewhat distinct approach is the Roc-
chio method, where bags obtained from training doc-
uments are averaged to build similar representations
for categories and each new document is assigned to
the category having the representation which is most
similar to it (Joachims, 1997): our method is simi-
larly based on the idea of explicitely representing cat-
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egories as averages of relevant documents.
Text categorization is one of the most relevant

applications for cross-domain classification, also re-
ferred to as domain adaptation. According to the
scheme proposed in (Pan and Yang, 2010), cross-
domain classification is a case of transductive transfer
learning, where knowledge must be transferred across
two domains which are generally different while hav-
ing the same labels Y for data. In many cases, includ-
ing text classification, the two domains share (or are
trivially represented in) a common feature space X .

It is also often assumed that labels in source and
target domains are equally conditioned by the input
data, which though is distributed differently between
the two; denoting with XS and YS data and labels
for the source domain and with XT and YT those for
the target domain, we have P(YSjXS) = P(YT jXS), but
P(XS) 6= P(XT ): this condition is known as covariate
shift (Shimodaira, 2000).

Often, two major approaches to transductive trans-
fer learning are distinguished: (Pan and Yang, 2010)
and other works refer to them as instance-transfer and
feature-representation-transfer.

Instance-transfer-based approaches generally
work by re-weighting instances (data samples) from
the source domain to adapt them to the target domain,
in order to compensate the discrepancy between
P(XS) and P(XT ): this generally involves estimating
an importance P(xS)

P(xT )
for each source instance xS to

reuse it as a training instance xT under the target
domain.

Some works mainly address the related problem
of sample selection bias, where a classifier must be
learned from a training set with a biased data distri-
bution. (Zadrozny, 2004) analyzes the bias impact on
various learning methods and proposes a correction
method using knowledge of selection probabilities.

The kernel mean matching method (Huang et al.,
2007) learns re-weighting factors by matching the
means between the domains data in a reproducing ker-
nel Hilbert space (RKHS); this is done without es-
timating P(XS) and P(XT ) from a possibly limited
quantity of samples. Among other works operating
under this restriction there is the Kullback-Liebler
importance estimation procedure (Sugiyama et al.,
2007), a model to estimate importance based on mini-
mization of the Kullback-Liebler divergence between
real and expected P(XT ).

Among works specifically considering text clas-
sification, (Dai et al., 2007b) trains a Naı̈ve Bayes
classifier on the source domain and transfers it to
the target domain through an iterative Expectation-
Maximization algorithm. In (Gao et al., 2008) multi-
ple classifiers are trained on possibly multiple source

domains and combined in a locally weighted ensem-
ble based on similarity to a clustering of the target
documents to classify them.

On the other side, feature-representation-transfer-
based approaches generally work by finding a new
feature space to represent instances of both source and
target domains, where their differences are reduced
and standard learning methods can be applied.

The structural correspondence learning method
(Blitzer et al., 2006) works by introducing pivot fea-
tures and learning linear predictors for them, whose
resulting weights are transformed through Singular
Value Decomposition and then used to augment train-
ing data instances. The paper (Daumé III, 2007)
presents a simple method based on augmenting in-
stances with features differentiating source and tar-
get domains, possibly improvable through nonlinear
kernel mapping. In (Ling et al., 2008a) a spec-
tral classification-based framework is introduced, us-
ing an objective function which balances the source
domain supervision and the target domain structure.
With the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) Em-
bedding method (Pan et al., 2008), source and target
instances are brought to a common low-dimensional
space where differences between data distributions
are reduced; transfer component analysis (Pan et al.,
2011) improves this approach in terms of efficiency
and generalization to unseen target data.

The following works are focused on text classifi-
cation. In (Dai et al., 2007a) an approach based on
co-clustering of words and documents is used, where
labels are transferred across domain using word clus-
ters as a bridge. The topic-bridged PLSA method
(Xue et al., 2008) is instead based on Probabilistic
Latent Semantic Analysis, which is extended to ac-
cept unlabeled data. In (Zhuang et al., 2011) is pro-
posed a framework for joint non-negative matrix tri-
factorization of both domains. Topic correlation anal-
ysis (Li et al., 2012) extracts both shared and domain-
specific latent features and groups them, to support
higher distribution gaps between domains.

Within the distinction between instance-transfer
and feature-representation-transfer approaches, our
method could be regarded as following the former, as
no latent common space is learned. Instead, source
documents are brought to the target domain, although
in aggregated form and with no adaptation: they just
serve to train a knowledge model and to bootstrap the
iterative phase, as detailed in the next section.

Likely to traditional text classification, some
methods leverage external knowledge bases: these
can be helpful to link knowledge across domains. The
method presented in (Wang et al., 2008) improves
the cited co-clustering-based approach (Dai et al.,
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2007a) by representing documents with concepts ex-
tracted from Wikipedia. The bridging information
gap method (Xiang et al., 2010) exploits instead an
auxiliary domain acting as a bridge between source
and target, using Wikipedia articles as a practical ex-
ample. These methods usually offer very high perfor-
mances, but need a suitable knowledge base for the
context of the analyzed documents, which might not
be easily available for overly specialized domains.

Beyond the presented works where domains differ
only in the distribution of terms, methods for cross-
language text classification exist, where source and
target documents are written in different languages,
so that there are few or no common words between
the two domains. This scenario generally requires ei-
ther some labeled documents for the target domain or
an external knowledge base to be available: a dictio-
nary for translation of single terms is often used. As
examples, in (Ling et al., 2008b) is presented an ap-
proach based on information bottleneck where Chi-
nese texts are translated into English to be classified,
while the method in (Prettenhofer and Stein, 2010) is
based on the structural correspondence learning cited
above (Blitzer et al., 2006).

Other than text classification by topic, another re-
lated task on which domain adaptation is frequently
used is sentiment analysis, where positive and nega-
tive opinions about specific objects (products, brands,
etc.) must be distinguished: a usual motivating exam-
ple is the need to extract knowledge from labeled re-
views for some products to classify reviews for prod-
ucts of a different type, with possibly different termi-
nologies. Spectral feature alignment (Pan and Yang,
2010) works by clustering together words specific for
different domains leveraging the more general terms.
In (Bollegala et al., 2013) a sentiment-sensitive the-
saurus is built from possibly multiple source domains.
In (Cheeti et al., 2013) a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier on
syntax trees-based features is used.

3 CROSS-DOMAIN LEARNING
METHOD

This section describes in detail our method to classify
documents in a target domain exploiting the knowl-
edge of a source domain.

Inputs to the method are a set DS of source or in-
domain documents, which constitute the source do-
main and a disjoint set DT of target or out-of-domain
documents, making up the target domain; we denote
with D = DS [DT their union. Each document in D
is labeled with a single class from a set C , accord-
ing to two functions CS : DS ! C and CT : DT ! C .

As in any cross-domain classification method, we as-
sume to have prior knowledge of CS, while CT is not
known: the goal is to infer a function ĈT : DT ! C
with maximal similarity to CT .

The following subsections give details about the
steps of the method: pre-processing of documents and
feature extraction according to standard procedures,
creation of initial representations for categories, train-
ing of a function to predict similarity between rep-
resentations and iterative refining of categories rep-
resentations. A discussion about time computational
complexity is given thereafter.

3.1 Text Pre-processing

The method initially performs typical pre-processing
operations on documents to transform each unstruc-
tured text into a structured representation.

A common tokenization process extracts single
words from each document d, discarding punctuation,
words shorter than 3 letters and all those found in a
predefined list of stopwords; then the common Porter
stemming algorithm is applied to group words with
common stems (Porter, 1980). In the end, a set W (d)
of the processed words extracted from d is obtained,
along with the number of occurrencies f (d; t), also
known as (raw) frequency, for each word (or term,
equivalently) t.

The usual bag of words representation is used:
each document d is reduced to a vector wd of weights
for each term t in a global feature set W . As in other
papers, features are filtered by Document Frequency
(DF) thresholding, discarding all terms appearing in
less than 3 documents, to trivially reduce complexity
with negligible effects on accuracy. The remaining
terms constitute the set W of features considered in
all bags of words.

The weight of each term in each document is
based on the numbers of occurrencies and determined
by a defined weighting scheme. We use a slight vari-
ant of the common tf-idf (Term Frequency, Inverse
Document Frequency) scheme (Salton and Buckley,
1988), computing the product between the relative
frequency of a term in a document (instead of raw fre-
quency, to avoid overweighting terms in longer docu-
ments) and the logarithm of the inverse frequency of
the term across all the documents (to give less bias to
overly common terms).

wd;t =
f (d; t)

åt2W f (d;t)| {z }
t f

� log
jDj

jfd 2D : t 2W (d)gj| {z }
id f

(1)

Each document d 2D will be then represented by
its weighted bag of words wd .
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3.2 Initial Representation of Categories

Likely to single documents, whole categories are rep-
resented as bags of words.

For each category c 2 C , a bag of words can in-
tuitively be built by averaging those of documents
which are representative for it, i.e. those labeled with
c. As no prior knowledge of how documents in DT
are labeled is available, documents in DS are used in-
stead, as the labeling function CS is known. Each cat-
egory c is then represented by the set R0

c = fd 2DS :
CS(d) = cg of in-domain documents labeled with it. It
is then sufficient to compute the mean weight of each
term in each category, thus obtaining a representation
w0

c for each category c 2 C .

w0
c =

1
jR0

c j
å

d2R0
c

wd (2)

The “0” indices denote that these are initial repre-
sentations, which constitute the starting point for the
subsequent iterative phase.

3.3 Text Similarity Measure

We need a function F : Rn�Rn! [0;1] which, given
two bags of words with n = jW j features each, com-
putes a relatedness score between the two of them.
Specifically, given a document d and a category c, we
refer to F(wd ;w0

c) as the absolute likelihood of d be-
ing labeled with c, which is independent from other
documents and categories.

A basic function commonly used to determine the
relatedness of two bag of words is the cosine similar-
ity, defined for two generic vectors a;b 2 Rn as:

cos(a;b) = å
n
i=1 ai �biq

å
n
i=1 a2

i �
q

å
n
i=1 b2

i

(3)

This measure is widely used to compare docu-
ments in form of bags of words against each other,
as it effectively spots similar distributions of terms
in the documents. So, when computing the similar-
ity cos(wd ;w0

c) between bags representing a docu-
ment d and a category c, we expect it to be signifi-
cantly higher if they are effectively related, i.e. if c
is the correct label for d. Assuming that values of the
cosine similarity for couples of related bags are dis-
tributed according to a random variable Y+ and that
values for couples of unrelated bags are distributed
in another random variable Y�, then we predict that
E(Y+)> E(Y�) holds.

However, no prior knowledge is available of “how
high” and “how low” should be the cosine similarity
for pairs of related and unrelated bags, respectively.

More formally, distributions of Y+ and Y� are un-
known and we are not allowed to suppose that they
are the same across different contexts.

To address this issue, suitable knowledge can be
extracted from the source domain, whose labeling
of documents is known: the values of cosine simi-
larity between in-domain documents and categories
can be measured by using the previously extracted
bags of words. In practice, all the possible couples
(d;c) 2DS�C made of an in-domain document and
a category are considered, computing for each the co-
sine similarity between respective bags: these values
are used as samples from the Y+ and Y� distributions.

To extract knowledge from these samples, we fit
a univariate logistic regression model (Hosmer Jr and
Lemeshow, 2004): this procedure returns a function p

returning the absolute likelihood for two bags of being
related, given their cosine similarity.

p(x) =
1

1+ e�(b0+b1x)
(4)

Considering, for each (d;c) 2 DS � C , xd;c =

cos(wd ;w0
c) and yd;c equal to 1 if CS(d) = c and to

0 otherwise, logistic regression is used to find values
of b0 and b1 which maximize

Õ
(d;c)2DS�C

p(xd;c)
yd;c(1�p(xd;c))

1�yd;c (5)

The general function F(wd ;w0
c)= p(cos(wd ;w0

c))
obtained indicatesg the absolute likelihood of c being
the correct label for d.

3.4 Iterative Refining of Target
Categories

The F function can be used to classify out-of-domain
documents by comparing their representation against
those extracted from in-domain documents for the
categories in C : simply, for each document d 2 DT ,
the predicted label is the category with the highest re-
latedness likelihood.

Ĉ0
T (d) = argmax

c2C
F(wd ;w0

c) (6)

In the common case where the source and target
domains are similar, yet somehow different, this does
not yield optimal results. Infact, the representations
used for categories are extracted from the source do-
main and thus reflect the distributions of words mea-
sured in it, while out-of-domain documents may refer
to the same categories with different distributions of
terms and even with some different terms.
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However, we expect that this approximate clas-
sification does still yield the correct labeling for
some amount of out-of-domain documents. More-
over, as the used function returns a likelihood for each
document-category couple, we can weight the con-
fidence of the classification for each document and
we expect that documents classified with a very high
degree of confidence almost surely are correctly la-
beled. For each document d 2DT and each category
c2 C , we define the relative confidence or probability
p0(d;c) of d being labeled with c as the normaliza-
tion of the absolute likelihood across categories. In
practice, for any d, values of p0(d;c) for each c 2 C
constitute a probability distribution (their sum is one).

p0(d;c) =
F(wd ;w0

c)

åg2C F(wd ;w0
g)

(7)

The formula implies that, in order for d to have an
high probability p0(d;c) of being labeled with c, its
representation must be very similar to that for c, but
is also important that it is largely unrelated to differ-
ent categories: if a document seems highly related to
more than one category, none of them can be assigned
with high relative confidence.

Having computed the probability distributions
among categories for all documents in DT , those hav-
ing high confidence of belonging to a specific cate-
gory can be distinguished. Fixed a threshold r, we
define for each category c 2 C a set R1

c of documents
having a probability of belonging to c superior either
to this threshold and to probabilities for other cate-
gories: these documents are considered to be “surely
enough” labeled with c. We impose r � 1

jC j , as any
lower threshold would cause all documents to always
be considered for their most probable category.

R1
c = fd 2DT : p0(d;c)> r^Ĉ0

T (d) = cg (8)

As sets of out-of-domain documents represent-
ing each category have been created, they can be ex-
ploited to build new representations for the categories.
For each category c, similarly to how w0

c was built by
averaging bags of in-domain documents labeled with
c, a new representation w1

c is built by averaging docu-
ments in R1

c . Documents of the source domain are no
more used, as we experienced no significant accuracy
improvement retaining them and because these bags
should represent only the target domain.

w1
c =

1
jR0

c j
å

d2R1
c

wd (9)

Having these new representations, the process can
now return to the classification phase described at the
beginning of this subsection and execute it again by

substituting for each category c its initial representa-
tion w0

c with its newly built one w1
c . We expect that, as

new bags for categories better represent the target do-
main, the obtained classification gets closer to the real
one. Moreover, we expect that documents which were
classified with high confidence in the first run retain
this distinction in the new run, as they contributed to
build the new representation for their respective cat-
egory, and even that new documents pass the confi-
dence threshold for respective categories.

So, from the new categories representations, new
probabilities p1(d;c) for each (d;c) 2 DT � C can
be computed and, still considering the r confidence
threshold, new sets R2

c of “sure” documents can be ex-
tracted for each category c, which in turn can be used
to build further representations w2

c for each c 2 C .
This cycle where bags of words for categories are

progressively refined to better represent the target do-
main could be run indefinitely: we expect that the
classification of these documents gets more accurate
after each iteration.

Operationally, the method continues this iterative
refining process until either a limit NI of iterations
is reached or the representations for all categories
in C are identical to those from previous iteration.
Infact, if in one iteration i the condition Ri

c = Ri�1
c

holds for each category c 2 C , then equal represen-
tations will be obtained through subsequent iterations
(wi

c = wi�1
c ). As a generalization of the second condi-

tion, where representations must be identical to those
of the previous iteration, we may arrest the algorithm
when, for each category, the cosine similarity between
the latest representation and the previous one reaches
a fixed threshold b, which should be slightly less than
one (the default condition is equivalent to set b = 1).
In this way, we may save some iterations where the
representations have negligible variations.

Once a termination condition is met after a num-
ber nI � NI of iterations, the final predicted label
ĈT (d) for each document d 2DT is the one whose fi-
nal representation wnI

c is most similar to its bag wd . In
this step, as all target documents must be labeled, the
most probable category for each is considered, even
if its relative probability is not above r. In a likely
case where new documents within the target domain
must be classified after this training process without
repeating it, we can compare each of them with all
categories and assign it to the most similar one.

The pseudo-code for the whole described pro-
cess (excluding the text pre-processing phase) is given
in Figure 1: the equations given above for the first
iteration are rewritten with an iteration counter i.
Apart from the univariate logistic regression routine,
for which there exist a number of implementations
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Input: a bag of words wd for each document
d 2 D = DS [DT , set C of top categories, label-
ing CS : DS! C for source documents, confidence
threshold r, maximum number NI of iterations
Output: predicted labeling ĈT for documents of
the target domain

for all c 2 C do
R0

c  fd 2DS : CS(d) = cg
w0

c  1
jR0

c j
�åd2R0

c
wd

end for
for all (d;c) 2DS�C do

xd;c cos(wd ;w0
c)

yd;c 1 if CS(d) = c, 0 otherwise
end for
p LOGISTICREGRESSION(x,y)
F(a;b), p(cos(a;b))
i 0
while i < NI ^ (i = 0_9c 2 C : Ri

c 6= Ri�1
c ) do

for all (d;c) 2DT �C do
pi(d;c) F(wd ;wi

c)

åg2C F(wd ;wi
g)

end for
for all c 2 C do

Ai
c fd 2DT : argmax

g2C
pi(d;g) = cg

Ri+1
c  fd 2 Ai

c : pi(d;c)> rg
wi+1

c  1
jRi+1

c j
�åd2Ri+1

c
wd

end for
i i+1

end while
for all d 2DT do

ĈT (d) argmax
c2C

F(wd ;wi
c)

end for
return ĈT

Figure 1: Pseudo-code for the iterative refining algorithm.

(Minka, 2003), the given code is self-contained and
can be easily implemented in many languages.

3.5 Computational Complexity

The process performs many operations on vectors of
length jW j: while these operations would generally
require a time linear in this length, given the preva-
lent sparsity of these vectors, we can use suitable data
structures to bound both storage space and computa-
tion time linearly w.r.t. the mean number of non-zero
elements. At this extent, we denote with lD and lC the
mean number of non-zero elements in bags of words
for documents and categories, respectively. By def-
inition, we have lD � jW j and lC � jW j; from our
experiments (described in the next section) we also
generally observed lD� lC < jW j.

The construction of the initial representation for
categories is done in O(jDSj � lD) time, as all values
of all documents representations must be summed up.
Cosine similarities for vectors with lD and lC non-zero
elements respectively can be computed in O(lD + lC)
time, which can be written as O(lC) given that lD < lC.
To fit the logistic regression model, the cosine similar-
ity for NS = jDSj � jC j pairs must be computed to ac-
quire input data, which requires O(lc �NS) time; then
the model can be fit with one of various optimization
methods which are generally linear in the number NS
of data samples (Minka, 2003).

In each iteration of the refining phase, the
method computes cosine similarity for NT = jDT j � jC j
document-category pairs and normalizes them to ob-
tain distribution probabilities in O(NT � lC) time; then,
to build new bags of words for categories, up to jDT j
document bags must be summed up, which is done in
O(jDT j � lD) time. The sum of these two steps, always
considering lD < lC, is O(jDT j � jC j � lC), which must
be multiplied by the final number nI of iterations.

Summing up, the overall complexity of the
method is O(jDSj � jC j � lC + nI � jDT j � jC j � lC), which
can be simplified as O(nI � jDj � jC j � lC), with lC �
jW j. The complexity is therefore linear in the number
jDj of documents, the number jC j of top categories
(usually very small), the mean number lC of mean
terms per category (having jW j as an upper bound)
and the number nI of iterations in the final phase,
which in our experiments is always less than 20. This
complexity is comparable to the other methods which
are considered in the upcoming experiments section.

4 EXPERIMENTS

To assess the performances of the method described
above, we performed some experiments on sets of
documents already used as a test bed for other cross-
domain text classification methods, to be able to com-
pare our results with them.

The method has been implemented in a software
framework written in Java. To fit logistic regression
models, we relied upon the Weka machine learning
software (Hall et al., 2009).

4.1 Benchmark Datasets

For our experiments, we considered three text collec-
tions commonly used in cross-domain classification
due to their classes taxonomy, exhibiting a shallow
hierarchical structure. This allows to isolate a small
set of top categories, each including a number of sub-
categories in which documents are organized.
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Each possible input dataset is set up by choosing
a small set of top categories of a collection constitut-
ing the set C and splitting documents of these cate-
gories into two groups: one contains documents of
some branches of the top categories and is used as the
source domain, the other one containing documents of
different sub-categories is used as the target domain.
By labeling each document in the two domains with
its top-category, we obtain suitable datasets.

The 20 Newsgroups collection1 (or 20NG) is a set
of posts from 20 different Usenet discussion groups,
which are arranged in a hierarchy, each represented by
almost 1,000 posts. We consider the 4 most frequent
top categories comp, rec, sci and talk, each repre-
sented by 4 sub-categories (5 for comp). Each test in-
volves two top categories: the source domain is com-
posed by documents of 2 or 3 sub-categories for each
of them, the target domain is composed by the remain-
ing 2 or 3 sub-categories each. We considered 6 dif-
ferent problems with different pairs of top-categories,
following the same sub-categories split used in other
works (see e.g. (Dai et al., 2007a) for a table). We
also considered four problems with documents drawn
from three top categories, which are less commonly
tested among other works.

The SRAA text collection2 is also drawn from
Usenet: it consists of 73,218 posts from discussion
groups about simulated autos, simulated aviation, real
autos and real aviation. With this setting, we can per-
form tests using two different sets of top categories:
freal, simulatedg and fauto, aviationg. In the first
case, we used documents about aviation of both types
for the source domain and about autos of both types
for the target domain; the second case is similar, with
simulated vehicles as the source domain and real ve-
hicles as the target one. As the four groups are highly
unbalanced in the collection as is, tests are performed
on a selection of 16,000 documents, 4,000 for each
group, likely to other works.

The Reuters-21578 collection3 contains 21,578
newswire stories about economy and finance col-
lected from Reuters in 1992. In this collection, docu-
ments are labeled with 5 types of labels, among which
orgs, people and places are commonly used as top
categories: we considered the three possible pairs of
them, using the same split between source and target
employed by other works where sub-categories are
evenly divided.

1http://qwone.com/�jason/20Newsgroups/
2http://people.cs.umass.edu/�mccallum/data/sraa.tar.gz
3http://www.cse.ust.hk/TL/dataset/Reuters.zip

4.2 Setup and Evaluation

We performed tests on the datasets described above.
The only parameters to be configured are the max-
imum number NI of iterations, which we fixed at 20
and was rarely reached in our runs, and the confidence
threshold r, for which we tested multiple values.

In each test run, to evaluate the goodness of the
predicted labeling ĈT with respect to the correct one
CT , likely to other works, we measure the accuracy as
the ratio of documents in the target domain for which
the correct label was predicted: as almost all tar-
get domains have evenly distributed documents across
categories, this is a fairly valid measure.

Acc(CT ;ĈT ) =
jfd 2DT : ĈT (d) =CT (d)gj

jDT j
(10)

For each test, we also report two baseline results:
the minimal accuracy obtained by simply classifying
out-of-domain documents using categories represen-
tations extracted from the source domain (we would
obtain this by setting NI = 0, i.e. suppressing the iter-
ative phase) and the maximal accuracy which would
be reached by classifying the same documents us-
ing both the regression model and the categories rep-
resentations extracted from the target domain itself,
assuming prior knowledge of its labeling (in other
words, we set DS = DT and NI = 0). We consider
these baseline results as lower and upper bounds for
the real accuracy.

4.3 Results

Table 1 summarizes some relevant results for each
considered dataset: the accuracy baselines, the re-
sults reported in other works and our results with the
threshold r set to 0.54, including the number of iter-
ations needed to terminate the refining phase. Specif-
ically, we reported the available results from the fol-
lowing works, also cited in Section 2:
CoCC co-clustering (Dai et al., 2007a),

TPLSA topic-bridged PLSA (Xue et al., 2008),

CDSC spectral classification (Ling et al., 2008a),

MTrick matrix trifactorization (Zhuang et al., 2011),

TCA topic correlation analysis (Li et al., 2012).
We can see from the table that our approach per-

forms better than reported methods in most cases.
In the table, we picked r = 0:54 as we determined

empirically by our experiments that it generally yields
optimal results. Being close to 0.5, in the common
case with two top categories, few documents are gen-
erally ignored in the iterative refining phase.
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Table 1: Results of our method (on rightmost columns) on selected test datasets, compared with those reported by other works:
the results in bold are the best for each dataset (excluding baselines).

Baselines Other methods r = 0:54
Dataset min max CoCC TPLSA CDSC MTricka TCA Acc. Iters.

20 Newsgroups
comp vs sci 0.760 0.989 0.870 0.989 0.902 - 0.891 0.976 16
rec vs talk 0.641 0.998 0.965 0.977 0.908 0.950 0.962 0.992 9
rec vs sci 0.824 0.991 0.945 0.951 0.876 0.955 0.879 0.984 11
sci vs talk 0.796 0.990 0.946 0.962 0.956 0.937 0.940 0.974 11

comp vs rec 0.903 0.992 0.958 0.951 0.958 - 0.940 0.980 10
comp vs talk 0.966 0.995 0.980 0.977 0.976 - 0.967 0.990 8

comp vs rec vs sci 0.682 0.975 - - - 0.932 - 0.940 16
rec vs sci vs talk 0.486 0.991 - - - 0.936 - 0.977 15

comp vs sci vs talk 0.722 0.986 - - - 0.921 - 0.971 14
comp vs rec vs talk 0.917 0.991 - - - 0.955 - 0.980 9

SRAA
real vs simulated 0.570 0.976 0.880 0.889 0.812 - - 0.936 13
auto vs aviation 0.809 0.983 0.932 0.947 0.880 - - 0.962 18

Reuters-21578
orgs vs places 0.736 0.909 0.680 0.653 0.682 0.768 0.730 0.724 16
orgs vs people 0.779 0.918 0.764 0.763 0.768 0.808 0.792 0.820 13

people vs places 0.612 0.926 0.826 0.805 0.798 0.690 0.626 0.693 13
a Values for 20 Newsgroups collection reported by “MTrick” (in italic) actually are not computed on single runs, but are averages of multiple runs, each

with an equal set of top categories, where a baseline document classifier trained on source domain and tested on target got an accuracy higher than 65%
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Figure 2: Accuracy on the comp vs sci dataset for different
values of the r threshold.
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Figure 3: Accuracy on the two SRAA datasets for different
values of the r threshold.

However, we observed that in many cases the
threshold parameter r has little influence on the final
accuracy, as long as it stays within a reasonable range
of values: we show some examples. Figure 2 reports
the accuracy on the comp vs sci dataset with differ-
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Figure 4: Accuracy on the comp vs rec vs sci dataset for
different values of the r threshold.

ent threshold values: it can be noted that the result
scarcely varies for threshold values between 0.5 and
0.8; the same trend holds even for the other datasets
with two top categories of 20 Newsgroups. Figure
3 shows the same plot for the two SRAA problems,
showing just a different range for real vs sim. Instead,
tests on 20NG with three top categories, where the
minimum value for r is 1/3, generally yield high accu-
racies for thresholds between 0.45 and 0.6, as shown
for example in Figure 4 for comp vs rec vs sci. On the
Reuters collection, accuracy has a more unpredictable
behavior as the threshold varies: this is probably due
to the higher difficulty of distinguishing its top cate-
gories, as also appears from results of other works.

In the results, we reported the number of iter-
ations needed for the algorithm to reach the con-
vergence condition, where categories representations
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Figure 5: Intermediate accuracy at each iteration on differ-
ent datasets.

stop changing between successive iterations. It is in-
teresting to check what accuracy would be obtained
with an anticipated termination of the algorithm, ob-
tained by setting a lower value for the maximum num-
ber NI of iterations. We report in Figure 5 the in-
termediate accuracy obtained on various datasets by
limiting the NI parameter. As stated above, for NI = 0
the minimal accuracy is obtained. Accuracy generally
grows faster in the first iterations and only has minor
fluctuations in the successive iterations: generally, the
result is that 5 iterations grant an accuracy at most 3%
below the convergence value, while with 10 iterations
the optimal result is within 1%. The parameter can
then set as a tradeoff between accuracy and running
time, while setting an high value (empirically, 20 or
more) would still yield optimal accuracy with a rea-
sonable running time.

Specifically, letting the algorithm reach the con-
vergence condition, our running times for single tests,
each run on two processing cores on virtualized hard-
ware, have been within 2 minutes for the smaller
Reuters-based datasets, between 5 and 7 minutes for
problems with two top categories of 20NG and be-
tween 15 and 20 minutes for the remaining datasets
with more documents. These times are roughly pro-
portional to the number of iterations: the initial train-
ing phase on the source domain takes about the time
of one iteration to compute the needed similarity val-
ues and few seconds to fit the regression model.

As said above, an alternative termination condi-
tion to reduce the number of iterations and conse-
quently the running time, without compromising the
accuracy, is to stop them when the cosine similarities
of all categories between their own current and previ-
ous representations reach a given threshold b. Results
of this variant with two different values of the thresh-
old, compared to default results with b = 1, are given
in Table 2. With the two picked values, we generally
have a strong reduction of the number of iterations
while maintaining the accuracy very close to the con-
vergence value: in the tests with b = 0:999, the num-

Table 2: Accuracy (A, in thousandths) and number of it-
erations (I) for all datasets with different settings for the b

similarity threshold for termination (b = 1 corresponds to
the default termination condition).

b! 1 (def.) 0.9999 0.999
Dataset A I A I A I

20 Newsgroups
comp vs sci 976 16 974 9 973 7
rec vs talk 992 9 992 8 990 4
rec vs sci 984 11 984 6 984 4
sci vs talk 974 11 974 6 970 4

comp vs rec 980 10 980 6 979 3
comp vs talk 990 8 990 4 990 2
comp rec sci 940 16 940 12 938 8
rec sci talk 977 15 976 10 976 9

comp sci talk 971 14 971 11 967 6
comp rec talk 980 9 979 4 979 3

SRAA
real vs sim 936 13 939 9 936 4
auto vs avi 962 18 961 8 957 3

Reuters-21578
orgs places 724 16 727 10 731 6
orgs people 820 13 820 12 812 7

people places 693 13 693 12 666 5

ber of iterations is at least halved down in most cases
and always drops below 10 with an accuracy which,
excluding tests on Reuters, is at most 0.5% lower than
the one obtained normally. A lower number of itera-
tions directly impacts on the running time, which with
b = 0:999 stayed within about 10 minutes even for
larger datasets. The downside of this variant is the in-
troduction of a new parameter, altough is shown that
the two values given in the table generally work fine
on all tested datasets.

Summing up, the fixed values for the two settable
parameters r = 0:54 and NI = 10 seem to yield good
results in almost any dataset, with the possibility of
reducing NI to trade off some accuracy for a lower
running time. The alternative termination condition is
a further possibility to limit the number of iterations
with a parameter for which, likely to the other ones,
globally valid values seem to exist.

While up to now we assumed to know in advance
all documents of the target domain, in many real cases
there is the need to classify documents which are not
known while training the knowledge model. As stated
before, in this case, we can simply compare new doc-
uments with the final categories representations and
check which of them is the most similar for each doc-
ument. To verify this, we performed additional tests
on 20NG where in the iterative phase only a subset of
documents in the target domain is known, while the
final accuracy is evaluated as before on all of them.
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Figure 6: Average accuracy on comp vs sci and comp vs talk
datasets when only a given ratio of the target documents is
known during the iterative phase; each point is an average
on 5 tests, with error bars indicating standard deviation.

Figure 6 reports the results for tests performed on
20 Newsgroups with r= 0:54 and NI = 20 where only
a fixed ratio of out-of-domain documents is consid-
ered to be known in the iterative phase: each point
gives the average accuracy on five runs with differ-
ent subsets randomly drawn from the target domain.
For ease of readability, we just reported results for the
two datasets with respectively the lowest and high-
est overall average accuracy: curves for other two-
categories problems on 20NG follow the same trend
and mostly lie between the two. Average accuracy is
above 90% even when just the 10% of the target do-
main (less than 500 documents) is known, while us-
ing the 30% or more of the out-of-domain documents
generally guarantees an accuracy of 96% at least.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

We presented a conceptually simple and fairly ef-
ficient method for cross-domain text classification
based on explicitly representing categories and com-
puting their similarity to documents. The method
works by initially creating representations from the
source domain to start collecting sure classifications
in the target domain, which are then used to progres-
sively build better representations for it.

We tested the method on text collections com-
monly used as benchmarks for transfer learning tasks,
obtaining fairly good performances with respect to
other approaches. While the algorithm has few pa-
rameters to be set, they are shown to often have little
influence on the result and that some fixed empirical
values often yield (nearly) optimal accuracy.

The method can be extended to consider seman-
tics of terms, either leveraging external knowledge (as
in (Wang et al., 2008)) or statistical techniques like
(P)LSA. Regarding applications, with suitable adap-
tations, we are considering testing it on related prob-

lems such as cross-language classification and senti-
ment analysis.
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